Abstract. Kinetic and tluid treatments of nonlinear wave interactions (wave mixing and electromagnetic wave scatrering) in plasmas are considered and the difference between the two approaches is discussed. Solving the kinetic equation by the method of moments makes it possible to substantiate the validity and find the applicability range of the fluid approach to the study of nonlinear plasma processes. In particular, the detailed study of nonlinear processes in a plasma with external magnetic fields is performed. In the case of wave transformation, when mixed waves satisfy linear wave equations, both fluid and kinetic approaches yield similar expressions for the inducing current. In the case of electromagnetic wave scattering by thermal fluctuations, the results of the tluid and kineric approaches are in accordance only in the limiting case of cold plasmas when thermal effects may be completely disregarded (these are thermal corrections to the wave dispersion equation and the additional Langevin source in the constitutive equation for fluctuations). Different expressions for the inducing current, obtained from various versions of hydrodynamic equations, reduce to the same form in the cold plasma limiting case.
INTRODUCTION
Electromagnetic wave scattering is a well known method of plasma diagnostics both in experimental fusion devices and near-Earth space environment. It is peculiar of the electromagnetic wave scattering in plasmas that along with Thomsom scattering -incoherent scattering by individual particles -there occurs as well scattering by collective plasma excitations -the combination scattering. The phenomenon of electromagnetic wave combination scattering and transformation by collective plasma excitations was considered for the first time in Ref. [ l ] . A detailed theory of electromagnetic wave scattering in plasmas with and without external fields was developed in papers [2-51 and, independently, in [6-81.
In view of extensive studies of plasma dynamics in fusion devices, much interest has been attracted to the calculations of electromagnetic wave scattering spectra for nonequilibrium plasmas with strong magnetic fields. A series of such calculations were performed in Refs. . Some of them ([12-141) doubt the hydrodynamic approach applicability to the treatment of nonlinear effects even in cold plasmas. In paper 11. 51 we showed that the reasoning of [13, 14] concerning the inapplicability of the fluid approximation for the study of nonlinear phenomena in plasmas had been erroneous. We considered a simple case of two-wave interaction in a plasma without external magnetic field to illustrate the identity of the results obtained by means of kinetic and fluid approaches in the limiting case of cold plasmas. Insofar as the approach in terms of hydrodynamic equations considerably simplifies the treatment of nonlinear processes occurring in a plasma, it is a matter of principle to substantiate the fluid approximation applicability and to reveal the relation between the results obtained by kinetic and fluid approaches. The problem is considered in this paper.
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD I N A MEDIUM
The study of electromagnetic field in any medium implies solving Maxwell's equations along with constitutive equations which describe the self-consistent interaction of component charged particles and determine the relationship between the current and the electric field in the medium, Article published online by EDP Sciences and available at http://dx.doi.org/10.1051/jp4:1995602
(1) where&,, is the external current. The general relation between the current j and the electric field E is nonlinear. If the field is weak, this relation may be written as an expansion in power series of the field, i.e., t , a A + 3 2 )
--where x^ and 2) are the linear and the nonlinear quadratic electric susceptibilities of the plasma. Taking into account the quadratic term in the expansion (2) provides, in particular, a possibility to describe the wave mixing. gsxpansionh(') is restricted to the linear term, i.e., j ( E ) = -i w x E , (3) then the field in the homogeneous stationary medium is described by the usual Maxwell equation
with the tensor A (w , 6 being a function of the dielectric permittivity E^ of the medium, i.e.,
With regard for the fluctuadons of t' he medium parameters responsible for its electromagnetic properties (charged particle and current densities, external magnetic field), the linear relation <3& sduces to j (~)~~i w x~-i w d x^z , ( 6 ) where 6x is the fluctuation addition to the linear susceptibility tensor. Then the electromagnetic field in the medium with no external currents (iext = 0) is described by an equation of the type (4), being replaced by the current
that is produced by electromagnetic field interaction with fluctuations. This interaction can give rise to the scattering of electromagnetic waves.
Assuming the fluctuations to be small, one can easily describe the electromagnetic wave scattering in terms of tlqe perturbation theory. Suppose that, ifl the case af no fluctuations, an electromagnetic wave E, with the frequency w, and the wave vector k, propagates in the medium, i.e., The incoherent fluctuation spectrum contains a broad maximum for low frequencies A w whose width is determined by the temperature. Thus, the incoherent wave scattering is accompanied by small frequency shifts.
The self-consistent interaction of medium particles produces coherent fluctuations (collective fluctuation excitations) associated with sharp maxima in the spectrum at eigenfrequencies w,-.
Inasmuch as in this case the addition dx depends on the fluctuation field (is proportional to the field), the inducing current in (9) is quadratic with respect to the field. Therefore, the wave scattering by collective fluctuations may be regarded as mixing of the incident wave (w, ,>,) and the fluctuation wave ( A w = wa, 3, accompanied by the appearance of the wave (W r k).
3.REDUCTION OF THE KINETIC EQUATION TO THE CHAIN OF MOMENT EQUATIONS
The main task in calculating the cross-sections of wave scattering or mixing is to derive from the constitutive equation an expression for the current given rise to by the incident wave nonlinear interaction with fluctuations, and determines the scattered wave field. The nonlinear constitutive equation for the plasma, and hence the scattered-wave-inducing current, may be derived from kinetic or hydrodynamic equations for the electron and ion plasma components. Since the difference between electron and ion masses is very large, the consideration may be restricted to the electron component only. v. A.. 
FLUID APPROXIMATION
The set of simplified equations derived from the kinetic equation, correspon2s to the fluid approximation with regard for the thermal effects. The hydrodynamic velocity LL is determined by the elation
(17) According to the definition (13), the quantity Aij, in the case of local equilibrium, reduces to 
5.THE LIMITING CASE OF COLD PLASMAS
In the cold plasma limiting case, we can neglect the quantity Acj or the pressure ( p = 0) in the equation for the flux density i ? or for the hydrodynamic velocity it . We also dkregard the nonlinear terms and thus obtain the constitutive equation in the form (3). where x ( w ) is the dielectric permittivity tensor of a cold ~agnetoactive plasma. We denote the incident-wave frequency and wave vector by w, and k,, those of the scatter$ wzve by w and k; the fluctuation frequency and wave vector are A w = w -wo and ;
In what follows we label the quantities corresponding to the incident wave by the subscript 0; the fluctuation amplitudes are tilded. We treat both incident and scattered waves in the linear approximation.
In the case of cold plasma (when for the incident wave A: -0 and for fluctuation excitations This means that, in the cold plasma limiting case, the results of the fluid approximation reproduce the results obtained by the kinetic approach.
. 1 s THERE AMBIGUITY IN THE USE OF FLUID EQUATIONS?
The direct use of equation (19) (22) and (23) which descride 'wave scattering by electron density fluctuations, depend on different frequencies. The factor in (22) depends on the scattered wave frequency w , whereas the one in (23) depends on the incident wave frequency w,. The difference between the expressions (22) and (23) which are derived from equivalent hydrodynamical equations (21) and (19), suggested an idea to the author of Ref. [13] that the fluid approach is inapplicable for the study of nonlinear processes in plasmas. Actually, however, expressions (22) and (23) are equivalent in the limiting case of cold plasma (this is just the case for which the hydrodynamic equations are applicable). For cold plasmas, one may disregard the thermal effects (i.e. thermal corrections in the dispersion wave equations) and the Langevin source in the constitutive equation for fluctuations.
We remind the reader that, when treating thermal flu~tuations~in a medium, one usually introduces in the constitutive equation an additional Langevin source J, whose spectral distribution is assumed to be given, i.e., 
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The factor of the first term within the curly braces in the right-han of (25) x (A w)Jz, , , , = -i A w E?,, ,,, . Now we see that the second term in (25) reproduces the second term of (6; Thus we hi; shown that the expressions for the current that induces scattered waves, derived from the hydrodynamic equations (19) and (21), are equivalent provided we neglect the source J, in (24). In other words, in the limiting case of a cold plasma, derivation of the inducing curient does not lead to any ambiguities.
EFFECT OF THERMAL DISPERSION OF FLUCTUATIONS
The phase velocities of the incident and scattered electromagnetic waves are much greater than the electron thermal velocity and hence thermal corrections to the dispersion of these waves may be disregarded. However en, Unlike the hydrodynamical current (22) which corresponds to zero plasma temperature, the thermal current (31) , treated as a function of the scattered wave frequency, within the context of (29) has singularities at multiples of the cyclotron frequency, i.e., w = f 2 w, .
Therefore, if the incident wave frequency is close to twice the cyclotron frequency, the spectrum of incoherent scattering (associated with small frequency shifts) considerably depends on thermal dispersion of fluctuations. Singularities in the spectrum of electromagnetic wave scattering in magnetoactive plasmas were discovered in paper [17] by means of the kinetic approach.
We note that the linear set of fluid-approximation equations with regard for thermal effects yields thermal corrections to the wave dispersion which differ by factors from the analogous kinetic-approximation corrections. Therefore it is clear that the nonlinear set of hydrodynamic equations, obtained by truncating the infinite chain (1 I), provides only qualitative description of the scattering coefficient peculiarities associated with thermal effects. The quantitative study of thermal effects must be based on the kinetic description.
